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This risk assessment has been prepared i1 relation to the Underoover Policing Inquiry, and 
concerns the officer known as N30 

The purpose of the document is to provide an objective assessment of the creation of or 
increase in risk to N30 and third parties if information is disdosed by the Underoover Policing 
Inquiry (UCPI) v.tlich drectly or indirectly leads to the identification of N30 as a former SOS 
oover officer. The report covers the situation i1 relation to their real identity if details became 
known. 

DATE OF DOCUMENT 
28 - 08 - 2018 

A risk assessment is a 'snap shot' in time. New infom1ation received, or a change in 
circumstances, oould raise or lower the risk. It is therefore appreciated that assessments require 
regular monitoring . and may require updating. 

AUTHOR 
The author d this risk assessment is Adrian Baxter 

It has been peer reviewed by Graham Walker 

THE PROCESS ADOPTED 
There are a number of methods used in the assessment of risk . The process adopted in the 
production of this repor t has been documented. 

The terms have been documented. 

The risk assessment indudes the soun::es d the material as requested t,,. the Chairman al the 
Inquiry (Risk Assessments - note to core participants - paragraph 11 ). A copy of the material is 
annexed to the assessment (paragraph 12). The risk assessors are aware of the oontents of that 
direction, and note the Chainnan's need for evidence and assessment d present risk. as well as 
future risk should the restriction order not be made (paragraph 17). They also note the 
comments re differential risk in terms of dsclosure of the undercover identity (paragraph 1 B). 
and specifics around how the 'jigsaw' could be oompleted (paragraph 19). 

The reports are structured to indude all of the areas covered by the Chairman in his note dated 
20" Oct 2016. specifically in paragraphs 29 and 30. 
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LIMITATIONS ON THE RISK ASSESSMENT PROCESS ANO GENERAL COMMENTS. 
There are a number of documented limitations placed on the process. either due to time 
constraints. or in compliance with directions given by the Inquiry. This includes the parameters 
set for researching subjects or organizations that may present an ongoing risk to the former 
cover officer. 

There are 35 footnotes in this risk assessment. The risk assessment does not contain a 
contents section. 

Section 1: .REAL IDENTITY 
The risk assessment sets out details of N30's real name and cover name. 

N30 is part of the Designated Lawyers core participant group. N30 is not the subject of a current 
or previous investigation. 

Section 2. SUMMARY 
N30was a cover officer/desk officer in the SOS from 2004 until closure of the unit in 2000. 

Her cover name was not that of a deceased child. 

She has two security concerns (See s.9). 

The current risk to N30 and her family is very low. 

Section 3. SUMMARY OF OFFICER'S LIFE PRE-DEPLOYMENT 

This section summarises N30's life before joining the MPS. 

There is nothing from this period that affects the current risk assessment. 

N30's police career history pre-SOS role is set out. N30 joined SB in the 1980s. at times carrying 
out work in units which targeted groups also targeted by the SOS. 

N30 declared a security concern from two police postings. 

N30 was approached to join the SOS by N36. She initially declined tor personal reasons. N30 
informed the risk assessor that N36 had told her that she had been recommended. N30 believes the 
recommendation was either from N 10 or N90. This convinced N30 to join the SOS as a desk/cover 
officer. 

N30 had already completed an approved agent handling course and believed this would assist her 
in this new role. 

There was no psychometric training. N30 moved into the back office in a support role. This 
comprised administrative duties. general support and cover officer roles. 

No guarantees were given. However. N30 stated that she had been serving in SB since the 1980s 
and anonymity was assumed in all aspects of SB work. The SOS was never spoken about even 
within SB. including those that had served in it and returned to mainstream policing. 
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Section 4. SOS COVER ROLE 

All the information in section 4 was taken from the initial meeting with N30 and the subsequent 
fact check. I have therefore not referenced them. If anything was obtained from a separate 
source. this will be individually footnoted. 

N30 was a cover officer between 2004 and 2008 (Closure of the unit). 

Other officers' performing management roles in the back office with N30 were: 
Detective Chief Inspectors: 

• N36
• N275
• N314

Detective Inspectors: 
• N72
• N53

Detective Sergeants: 
• N49
• N24

• N35
Detective Constables: 

• N110

With the exception of N110, all have had individual risk assessments completed. None have 
declared N30 as a lateral risk and none appear to present a lateral risk to N30. However, the 
closure of the unit in 2008 by N314 and N275 was. in the opinion of N30, unfair and the cause of 
some friction with the remainder of the management team. 

N30 only used a covert identity in her capacity as an administrative support officer of the SOS. It 
was never used with regard to the target groups and to her knowledge, was not known within 
SB. 

N30 stated that she was unsure how many UCOs deployed whilst she was a OS in the back 
office. She recaled that N72 had a list a people ready to join the unit. As vacancies appeared. 
he would request permission from N275 and N314. 

The folowing UCOs have had individual risk assessments completed. None have declared N30 
as a lateral risk and none appear to present a lateral risk to N30. Three UCOs were arrested 
during her tenure: N3, N18 and N60. (See S 4.) 

N30 stated that no one to her knowledge was subject of misconduct during her tenure. 

UCOs who were deployed during her tenure are detailed below. 

• N18
• N3
• N60
• N77
• N79
• N118
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• N104 
• N44 
• N86 

N30 performed a u-iety of roles in her suppat lmcton. Her mah rde \'o&S as a rover officer. 

In 2007. N30 recamiended an SOO dficer for a Comnissioner's commenctaion. It is oode.
whether this was awarded. 

N30 travelled as a COYef' olicer on several oa:asions, supporting deployed uco·s. She travelled 
~ her own name a~ passpat and awtJ,/S separately to the UCO. On each occasion an <M!rseas 
deployment authaiSalion was COf'l)lefed ad signed by CcmT1ander SB. This induded a ri•k 
assessment. 

Talking meetings took place twice a week; l1e earl« meetng V'o9Sin the SOS office and the later 
meeting was at a cover flat All lhe LCOs MSe to attend • all the back dlice sd. 

The meeting earlier in the week was to de-brief the weekend's ~Y and the meeting laler in 
the week \'o9S to task the UCOs for lhe coming weelcend. This was in aclfton to a daiy cal-in 
(phone) by all UCOs. The call-ins were recorded on a grid and ke~ in a binder in the bade office. 

N30 did na deda'e ariy comprornses or sea.,rity cancans during deployment aro none were found 
bf the risk assessa. 

N30 stated that no one to her knowledge was invoh,,ed ii a seJCUal relationship during her tenure. 

She could not recall any ciher notable behavior dll'ilrlg deployment that oouki be relevant to risk. 

Three UOOs were arrested whilst depk)/ed when N30 was in an SOS supPOrt role. 

1. N3andN60 

Wtlist enacling their eleit strategies. N3 and NED were arrested for conspiracy to cx,mml a breach of 
. the peace r Op. ). They were on lhe way to lhe G8 summit ;;1 G1eneagtes 
(200~. ferrying pr<*!stors between GlaSgOW and Stir1ing from their camp. /jJ were taken elf lie 
ninbus. searched and lhen arrested. They were taen to a police station in Glasgow wih no llrther 
adion being taken against them. 
Oulcoma: All were eventually released; arrestee's included activist Gis : a core participant. 

N3 ttinks that they (X)&jd be construed as organising the incident as he was a front seat passenger 
with ~O driving. He is insistent he diet nothing w,ong !hat woud have justified his arrest. However. 
unlite others. he did not consider suing the police. 

N30's recollection was that she had to return to London andN36 and N53 dealt with this mat1ef. 

2. N18 
N18 was art"e$1ed for a minor public: order clfence together with several others ______ _ 

GIST; Alhou111 she was a supervisor and had been a cover officer for N18. N72 was bae operaional 
DI and took responsibility for the mailer. N30 stated rlaat in her opirion senior management used bae 
perceived mismanagement of bais arrest to dose bae urit. 
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4.13 Support and welfare pnwision dlring deployment 
N30 slated that N36 was excellent n lhis resped ald vieNed welfare Sl.q>Ort as an extremely 
important role b managers. For example, if the deployed officers were spending t,o rruch time 
a,,ay from home. he would ensure the officers would have a meeting wilh the support staff. 

N 30 considered that this was her prinary role for deployed UCOs and t>ok her lead tom N36. 
N36 and N53 had implemer,ted a system whereby all UCOs were requi-ed t:> visit a psychiatrist 
on a reglJar basis, and addliOnal appointments oo~ be made if required. 

N 30 slated that there was no formal welfare suppol1 in place for the back office staff. However, 
shoukj the need arise. he~ was available: For eanple. a psychiatrist's appointment could easily 
bearranged. N30 never required thi& type of&~port. 

N30 returning t:> regular polcing following her posting in the SOS. 

N30 did na receive any comnendations/ac~nt n connection with her SOS 
deployment. 

Section 5.. POST-SDS DEPLOYMENT WITHIN THE POLICE 

N30 resigned from 1he MPS foftowing a restructure. 

Section 6. .POST POLICE EMPLOYMENT OR ENGAGEMENT 

The risk assessment sets out N30's post police employment or engagement. 

Section 1. EOOM, ROfE$IlGA,I!9!! 
N30 has not been subjed to any formal investigation or t:> any previous investigation. civi claim 
or other litigation connected wi1h her SOS role. 

Sedan a. CUBBl;NJ,&JWf JIQN 
The risk assessment sets out N30's current situation. 

The risk assessment discusses N30 and N30's family' s internet presence. 

N~ desaibed her health as good. She slated that the Inquiry is an issue in the background. She is 
angry end upset about 1he Inquiry. She worked hard and honestly b her whole career 
and is now expeded t:> provide evidence atthe Inquiry. 

She commented; it is so unfair. This is a blame culbe that began with the cloa.re d the Lllit by 
N314 and N275. The-J could have closed the untt much earlier cl'ld more fairly. They used N12 as a 
fall guy. It was real( unfai'. V\tlen I talkandthinkabolJ it. heally 1.4>sets me. 

When commenting on 1he SOS. N72 slated. 'N314 and N275 undermined reeld officers. They had 
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it in for N 110 and they tried to get rid of another backroom staff, N30. 

"Everyone was willing to take the product (MPS/SS) and now all fingers are pointed at the SDS. 
It was not a rogue outfit. It is highly upsetting··. 

Section 9. CURRENT LEVEL OF EXPOSURE 

As far as the risk assessor is aware to date, there has been no official confirmation of any aspect 
of N30's role in the SOS. There has been no disdosure of the cipher and � does not appear in 
the public domain. 

N30 stated that she never used her cover name and it was not known by anyone else. 

The risk assessor is not aware of any disdosure of N30's true identity with regard to her role in 
SB or the SDS. 

N30 noted two security concerns from her police career, one of which involved the participation 
of N30 in a risky operation. The risk assessor assessed the risk to N30 arising from this 
operation should her name be disdosed. In his opinion, N30's involvement in the operation 
would only slightly increase the risk of harm to N30 and her family if she is identified in her real 
name. 

N30 stated that none of their family, friends or neighbours knew she was in the SOS. 

Section 10. INTERVIEW BETWEEN RISK ASSESSORS AND THE COVER OFFICER 

N30 was interviewed by the risk assessor in February 2018 and fact checked lhe risk assessment 
in the following month. 

Section 11. GENERAL EXISTING THREAT CONSIDERATIONS 
This section sets_out theJhreat levels tbat will apply to ALL officers; it is not case specific, 

The current terrorist threat level for the UK is severe. 

The threat level in regards to Dissident Irish Republican terrorism in the mainland UK is 
substantial. 

Sourced from www.MIS.gov. uk/threat-levels. 

That is relevant to all officers. but arguably more so to those ex-SB and Counter Terrorism 
Command officers whose details become public knowledge. 

Section 12. THE OFFICER'S SUBJECTIVE VIEWS 

N30 is very concerned about the risk of physical harm/interference with her family and private life 
were her identity confirmed. 

N30 is not concerned about the risk arising from disclosure of her cover name as it was only 
used in completing administrative roles, never toward target groups or individuals. It was not 
known to anyone within SB. 

Section 13. OTHER POTENTIAL SOURCES OF HARM TO THIS OFFICER 
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n the risk assessor"s objective assessment. N30 will be of sane interest t> the media tssed oo 
the folOINing criteria: 

• Son-e of 1he UCO's she Sl4)eNised and/or was cover officer br, are d interest t> Ule 
Inquiry and the media. Sane were arrested during her tenure. Although none were 
kno'Ml to her to have been involved in inap,ropiate sexual relations. lhere were sane 
UCOs lhat were subsequenny suspeeted of such activity. 

• N30 was serving in the back office vAlen it v.es closed in acrimonious circumstances. 

Section 14. MTIGA TING THE RISK 

The Chairman of lhe Inquiry makes clear that artf alternative melhods availabfe to avoid er 
reduce a ri!k of harm or damage wl be material oonsiderations (Part 6, oondusions and 
stn1mary of findings. the ptblic interest balance under secli>n 19 (3) (b), section A6). 

He has subdivided lhat grouping (B.1) int> ·means ciher than a resrlicliOn orrJer that may be 
available t> 8'/0id .r:,- rec:Juce a tiSlc cl l)atrrf !section B.1.11 arid "'whether those mean~. would 
Nlhod the reslndlOIJ oroer. avoid the risl<or rhe extem t> whieh those mecn; WOUid. Mlllhod the 

rest'iction ader. teduce the ns1c· (section B. 1. 8). 

The risk assessment sets CU the securly arrangements cooenlly in plac2 concerning N30 and 
any additbnal secooty arrangements that oould be put in place. 

The use d a c;i>her in this case v.ould be an effective measure to protect the true identity of N30 
should the '1Je name not be available. 

Screening would be of some value t> prevent later recognition (as opposed t> identification) 
should she provide evidence and shouki remain a eonsideration. 

Voice modlSion would be of little value to N30 as 'She never interacted~ any individual from 
a target group. 

The risk assessor did not oonsider lhat any evi de nee provided by N30 IM:>llki be of a significance 
that would require evidence in private. 

Section 1& ntFO PARTY RISK 
famg; 
N30 is concerned lhat if the,e is any harm or harassment aimed at her, then her family would 
inevitably be impacted upon. This is, in the risk assessor's opinion. a genuile concern and has 
some merit. 

Coyer name: 
The COiier name N30 assumed was na that of a deceased child's identiti. 11 was onl,1 used in an administrative 
rde, never with target group members. II was not. k>her kl'lllNledge knoM'I within SB. 

Section 16. cgN5'WSH2fli 
The assessment scores the risk assessor has shown bebN are based on what increased risk 
the tamer SOS officer woutt be facing in lhe event d identificalbn a disclosll'e during the 
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Undercover Policing Inquiry (UCPI). The risk assessor has assessed both objective and 
subjective factors in reaching his conclusions. He understands that this risk assessment will folfm 
part of the Metropolitan Police Service decision making in relation to whether a restriction order 
is applied for or not. 

16.1 Current risk 
The current risk of physical harm to N30 and her family is very low. 

The current risk of interference with N30 and her family is very low. 

16.2 If existing exposure of the cover or real identity, what difference does official 
confirmation make 
The risk assessors acknowledge that 'believing' is different from 'knowing'. Assessing how 
official confirmation of the identity of SOS operative impacts upon risk is speculative. The 
argument is that official confirmation raises the risk as it will increase the efforts to establish the 
real identity of the officer. and additional time and resources will be put into those attempts. In 
essence. that would depend upon a number of factors. induding the level of certainty with which 
the person is already exposed. If there is no real doubt that the person was an SOS cover officer 
then official confirmation of that person is unlikely to add to the attempts to identify them, as 
those attempts will have already occurred or be proceeding. However, if tle exposure is largely 
speculative then official confirmation could add significantly to the attempts to discover their real 
identity. 

The risk assessors are aware that the Chairman has recognized in his 'Minded to' note that 
being named in connection with the Inquiry may result in a "stimulation or revival of adverse 
interest''. 

16.3 Objective assessment of N30's current exposure 
The risk assessors do not assume that the material currently in the public domain represents the 
totality of the information available. For example. there is evidence that people 'build a picture' 
before naming a person as an SOS officer. Therefore the risk assessors cannot reasonably know 
what other 'pieces of the jigsaw' are required before the full picture is revealed. 

The risk assessor assesses N30's current exposure in her true identity. cover name and cipher. 

16.4 Objective assessment of the increase to the risk of physical harm to this officer if  
their real identity were to be officially confirmed 
In terms of increase in the risk of physical harm to N30 should her real identity be confirmed as a 
result of this Inquiry. the risk assessor considered and assessed five key factors. 

In the risk assessor's opinion the likelihood of the increase in risk of physical harm to N30 should 
her true identity be disclosed is medium (3) the possibility of the risk occurring could reasonably 
be foreseen, and is considered distinctly possible to occur at some stage. 

In terms of the impact on the officer, I considered the following key factors: 

• The age of the officer.
• The current threat posed.

I would consider the impact as serious (4) - this represents a major impact on the officer, in 
physical terms would result in a serious injury. 

The overall score in this category is therefore medium (12) 
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16.5 Objective assessment of the increase to the risk of interference with this officer and 
their family if their real identity were to be officially confirmed 
In terms of increase in the risk of interference to N30 should her real identity be confirmed as a 
result of this Inquiry. the risk assessor considered and assessed the following key factors: 

• When N30 was performing her role in the back office, a number of UCOs were deployed
who are of significant interest to the Inquiry.

• Section 13 details 3 reasons why the media may take an interest in N30.
• To locate N30 at her home address would take some degree of research.
• The press and associated interested parties are likely to have an interest in back office

staff and cover officers who performed support roles to UCOs that are of interest to the
Inquiry.

• The factors in S 16.4 above were also considered as they equally apply.

In my opinion the likelihood of the increase in risk of interference to N30 should her true identity 
be disclosed is medium (3) the possibi�ty of the risk occurring could reasonably be foreseen. 
and is considered distinctly possible to occur at some stage. 

I would assess impact on the Officer as moderate (3) In terms of impact upon their family and 
personal life it would require additional ·target hardening' at their address. or cause real anxiety 
within their family or close friends. 

The overall score in this category is therefore medium (9) 

16.6 Objective assessment of the increase to the risk of physical harm to this officer if 
their cover identity were to be officially confirmed 
In terms of increase in the risk of physical harm to N30 should her cover identity be confirmed as 
a result of this Inquiry, I have considered and assessed four key factors. including: 

• N30's current exposure. (See S 16.3)
• Her cover name was not known to SB officers.
• N30 did not interact with any individual from a target group in her real or cover name 

during her SOS posting.
• 'Mlen N30 travelled in support of a deployed UCO. she did not use her cover identity.

In my opinion the likelihood of the increase in risk of physical harm to N30 should her cover 
identity be disdosed is very low (1) the probability of the risk occurring is considered unlikely. 

In terms of the impact on the officer, I considered the same factors in S 16.4 

I would consider the impact as serious (4) - this represents a major impact on the officer. in 
physical terms would result in a serious injury. 

The overall score in this category is therefore very low (4) 

16.7 Objective assessment of the increase to the risk of interference with this officer and 
their family if their cover identity were to be officially confirmed 
In terms of increase in the risk of interference to N30 should her cover identity be confirmed as a 
result of this Inquiry, I have considered and assessed the same 4 key factors in S. 16.6 

In my opinion the likelihood of the increase in risk of interference to N30 should her cover identity 
be disclosed is very low (1) the probability of the risk occurring is considered unlikely. 
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I would assess i'r1)act on the Oficer as moderate (3) In tenns of impact upon their famitt and 
personal He it would requie additional ·target hardening' at their acttess, er ca.ae real anxiet, 
within their family er closefriends. 

The owerall score in this category is therefore we,y low (3) 

16.B If the real name we• to be officially confinned, what is the risk d additionally 
confinning the dates d the officer's deployment in the SOS role. 
kl my opirion. if lhe dates of N30's artachment ae confirmed. !here would be no additional 
increase in the documented risks to this officer abowe those recorded n S 16. 4 ro 16. 7. 

Signatu,e d arthor. 

Sianatl.llf of moderator. 
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